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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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maurice
It is a male name in French, which is equivalent in Spanish to Mauritius and which means brown-skinned, brown and is
of Latin origin.  It is also used in English.  The name of a 1987 English romantic drama film directed by James Ivory. 
Name of a Romantic Novel written by the English writer Eduardo Morgan Forster. 

maurices
You maurices is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Maurice ( 41 Moguis; pronounced" being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is Maurices. It is the plural of Maurice. It is the French version of the name of male
Mauritius, which is of Latin origin and means, dark-skinned. Another variant is Mauro.Hace reference to Mauritius but in
French. Maurices Iles in French is Mauritius.

mauritia
It is a genus of plants belonging to the family Arecaceae (palms).  Name of one of the two continents allegedly
submerged in the sea, which were part of the Gondwana supercontinent: Mauritia and New Zealand.  Mauritia was
where today is the Indian Ocean.  , from Islands Mauritius to Madagascar.

mauro
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means God of War.  Mauritius apocope. 

mauseres
mauseres is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mauseres" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Mauseres. It
refers to the German guns of repetition mark Mauser.

mauserws
mauserws is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mausers" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Mausers.
German assault weapons.

mauto
It's the name of a tree in Mexico.  It is also known by other names : jepalte , tlahuitol , tepemezquite , slasher .  It has
medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Lysiloma divaricata and is from the family Fabaceae. 

maxa
In computer science, MAXA is a feature in Excel that allows you to find the maximum value in a list of data.  It is the
opposite of mine, which is to find the smallest value.  As a Word, it is of Nahuatl origin and means Brocket deer, deer,
soche.  The original Nahuatl word is Mazatl.  The scientific name is Brocket and belongs to the family Cervidae.

maxi
It is the apocope of the names of male Maximus or Maximilian.   It is also a prefix that is used in adjectives to denote
that it is longer, larger or that its characteristic is superior to that of others.  Which is higher than normal or ordinary.  In
this case it is considered synonymous with extra or super.

maximiliano
It is a name of Latin origin male and means the larger male.  The name of the second Emperor of Mexico.



maya
Name of one of the Pleiades (also called Maia).  She was the eldest daughter of Atlas and Pleyone and was one of the
so-called goddesses of the mountain.  Name of Hermes' mother.  Name of a Mesoamerican and pre-Columbian
pre-Columbian culture.  Name of the language spoken by this same people.  Name given in the villages each of the
queens chosen for the patron saint festivities.  Name of a Colombian town belonging to the Department of
Cundinamarca.  It is police inspection of the municipality of Paratebueno.  Maya, also used cone woman's name. 

mayar
It also means Meow.

mayávico
It means illusory, they are illusions.  It is illusory and has to do with the astral field.  It's a word of Sanskrit origin.

maye
Nickname with which Marina Arzuaga Mejía is known, inspiring muse of the vallenato theme "La Maye", by Rafael
Escalona.  Name of a Rafael Escalona song.  Name of woman and a Venezuelan singer.  Maye Brandt was a model
and Miss Venezuela whose real name was Maria Xavier Brandt Angulo.  Mayerly's apococope.

mayenita
Means born, resident or associated with the city of Mayen, in Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany.  You can also refer to the
Federal District of the same region.

mayera
It means she's a native of Maya, who comes from Maya.  That resides in Maya or that Maya relates.  Maya is the name
of a Police Inspection of a Colombian plain municipality belonging to the Department of Cundinamamrca, called
Paratebueno.  It is recognized for its agricultural products such as pineapple and livestock. 

mayestática
That has lordship and quality.  Sumptuous, lavish, stately.  important, interesting, rigorous, serious, formal, bombastic,
high-sounding.  Notorious, remarkable, noble. 

mayestático
Relating to majesty.  That it has lordship and authority.  In Grammar, it is applied to the plural of the first-person personal
pronoun when it is used, rather than the singular, by persons clothed with some authority us, (the king, noble personage,
Pope, Cardinal or Bishop). 

mayleth
It's a woman's name of English origin.  It has as maileth or Myleth variants.  It means the seductive, the one that
seduces, beloved garment (I clarify that I know a case of the name of male, José Mileth).

maylis
It is the name of a population and a commune in France.  It belongs to the Landes department and the Aquitaine Region
(Aquitaine).  It is also used as a woman's name.  Majlis de Kerangal is the name of a French writer.

maynor



It is a name of male is English variant of Magno, Magnus, Magnar. Means the bigger, more, strong, powerful.

mayo
The name of the fifth month of the year.  In Colombia, the name of a river in the Department of Nariño.  Name of a
Peruvian River in the Department of San Martin, tributary of the Huallaga River.   The name of a Mexican River in the
State of Sonora.  The name of a Hospital in Rochester, Minnesota.  The name of a dog in the novel "The Maria" de
Jorge Isaacs.

mayonesa
It is the name of a sauce of very popular use, It is the product of beating eggs, oil and vinegar or lemon.  It is also often
called mayonnaise in Spain.  It means that it is from the Island of Mahon or Mayon, which is currently called the Island of
Menorca.  She is from Mahon, originally from Mahon. 

mayora
Female senior.  In Colombia very adult or elderly woman.  Grandmother.  Also person who manages, supervises and
runs a restaurant.  Person who despite supervising and seasoning dishes lacks specific knowledge of culinary, but great
experience.  Empirical chef. 

mayoral
It means foreman, head of the gang, principal, pastor, caporal.  It is also the name of a Spanish company dedicated to
children's clothing garments.  It is Spain is also a family name.  Surname of Spanish footballer who plays in the East, his
full name is Borja Mayoral Moya.

mayorcito
In Colombia it means the eldest or oldest child.  That he is close to being an adult.  Young, teenager.  Diminutive of
major .  In many cases it is used as derogatory, to designate someone who is considered immature.  The largest or
oldest among a group of children or young people. 

mayorengo
Which has the greater degree in the army or the Policia.oficial of greater degree of authority. Mayorazgo. In Argentina
there is also a judicial authority.

mayorista
Person or merchant who buys or sells wholesale products (in large quantities).  It is usually considered a distributor. 

mayugar
The correct term is to bruise.  In Colombia it means softening something (especially fruits) by manipulating them too
much and squeezing them.  Press, soften, squeeze, compress .  In some parts of Venezuela say Mallugar giving it the
same meaning.

mayusculo
mayusculo is incorrectly written, and should be written as Mayusculo.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
uppercase.  It means very big, gigantic, considerable, tremendous, enormous, intense, colossal, Max.

maywa



mayweed is improperly written and should be written as Maywa.  being its meaning:<br>It is a Quechua woman's name. 
It means tender, delicate woman.  Flower of a kind of Orchid, native to Colombia and Ecuador, which was designated as
the Flor de Quito.  Its scientific name is Epidendrum jamiesonis and belongs to the Orchidaseae family.  Flower of
Christ.

maza
It is a type of wooden tool that consists of a very strong wooden handle and head and is used for crushing (esparto
grass or flax).   It was also a very ancient weapon of war.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

mazaalai
Name given in Mongolia to the Brown Bear of the Gobi, scientific name Ursus arctos gobiensis.  It belongs to the family
Ursidae.  It is in serious danger of extinction.  Approximately 30 specimens remain.   Name of a nanosatellite that
launched Mongolia on the SpaceX CRS-11 mission.  He did research on cosmic radiation.  Name of a star in the
constellation Ursa Major.  Name of a football team from Ulaanbaatar in Mongolia. 

mazacote
It means a hodgepodge, messy mixture, jumble, hogwash, Ratatouille, stew, jumble, grotesque, chambonada, glob,
conglomerate, mortar, pest.

mazacuata
It is the name of an American constrictor snake, of the boas family.  In some parts they call it "deer head", in fact the
word masacuata is of Nahuatl origin and that is its meaning ( mass : deer and coatl;serpeinte).  They also call him
masacuata.  Name of a Mexican legend about a gigantic snake.  Boa species from Central America.  In some Central
American countries it is a way of calling the male sexual member.  Penis.

mazama
It is the name of a genus of mammals in the family Cervidae.  They are known as red deer.  The word has Nahuatl origin
(from Mazatl), which means deer.  It is also called Corzuela. 

mazamorra
It means very thick soup.  It is also a typical dish in Colombia, but in two different versions: in Antioquia is corn cooked
with milk in other regions call peto (Bogota) and another dish of the same name but very different of Boyaca, which in
essence is a soup of different beads.  It can also mean mazacote, goop, very thick, wash.

mazate
It is a variety of deer, whose scientific name is Mazama americana, of the family Cervidae.  It is smaller than the
common deer or white-tailed.  It is also called locho or red deer, red Brocket, guazuncho, Guazú-pyta or guazo.  It is
typical of South America.

mazatl
It's a Nahuatl language word, which means deer. 

mazmorras
Old jails or prisons usually underground, almost always within castles and which were characterized by darkness and
humidity.



mazoca
Mazoca is a word in Galician language.  The name of a waterfall in the river Sesín, in La Coruña, Spain.  It is a good
challenge for descent.

mazorcas
Tender fruits of corn, still without Destemming. In Colombia we say also Chocolos.mazorca it is also the name of a
Peruvian Island, opposite the Department of Lima, on the ocean, Pacifico.mazorca is the name of the armed groups or
armed arm of the Argentine political party led by José Manuel Rosas.Mazorca You can also call a handful of people, a
small group of people. COB also means meeting, group, heap. COB is also mechanical part of the boot of a car that has
the network of copper wires, conductors of electricity. Finally, 40 Mazorka; k ) It is the nickname of the Spanish musical
group of Rap " Chikos of the corn ".

mazorquita
Diminutive of cob.  In Colombia we say ear to the fruit of the corn with tusa and capacho.

mazote
Augmentative of harness.  Large mallet.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality, in the province of Valladolid.  His full
name is San Cebrián (or Cyprian) Mazote.

má atra que las güeas del chancho
It means very delayed, very hung, going last, not overtaken by anyone.

máchica
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it is the name given to a roasted barley flour.  It comes from the Quechua word
Machka.  Pinol .  It is also the name of a color. 

mácula
It means stain, dirt, dirt.  Something that takes away cleanliness and shine, that tarnishes or defines.  In a colloquial way
in Colombia, a person we appreciate and have a lot of affection for.  It can also be a person who is annoying or
annoying. 

mántrico
It means relative to mantras or to sounds or words that according to some doctrines have spiritual or psychological
power.  The word has Sanskrit origin. 

máquina
It is an artifact built by man and that moves with various types of energy and is operated by a human being.  Apparatus
formed with many parts that act in coordination to carry out a specific task for which it was created or designed. 

márahu
It may be mistaken by Márohu, which is the name of a star that belongs to the Constellation of Aquarius and is also
referred to by astronomers as WASP-6.  It may also be mistaken by Márahau, which is the name of a New Zealand
tourist town.  It is located in the South Island, in the Tasmania region. 

márgara



Margara is a familiar way of calling women Margaret.  They are also called Margoth.  It is also a woman's name of Latin
origin and means pearl, or beautiful as the pearl. 

más papista que el papa
In Colombia it is an expression that means extremely demanding, uncompromising.  Person who does not give in the
slightest, strict.  It does not allow exceptions, rigorous. 

mástil
Long and vertical stick holding the sails of a ship, flags or an antenna.  Flagpole.

máuseres
Mauseres is the plural of Mauser. German assault weapons. Repeating rifles.

máximas
Plural of maximum .  It means aphorisms, sayings, proverbs, adage, sentences, sayings.  It can also mean rules, rules,
principles, axioms.  Basic phrases of popular culture.

mbopa
It was the name of one of the assassins of the Emperor Shaka de el pueblo Zulu in 1828.  The other was Mhlangane
Dingane.  In South Africa and other African countries is a surname, of zulu origin.

mccarthismo
It is a political movement and a thought that aims to pursue and eliminate communism.  He was promoted by U.S.
Senator Joseph Mccarthy.  By political extension of any government that persecutes its opponents in a ruthless way. 

me da un zorrocotroco
The word foxococo means in some parts of Spain, intransigent, obsessed, opositor, stubborn.  Person who despite
having a wrong concept or position, remains stubbornly in his position in any dispute or discussion.

me descajeto contra el piso
It means hurting yourself, getting injured, hitting yourself.  Hitting yourself hard against the ground, usually with
dislocation or broken bones.

me entro por los ojos
In Colombia it is an expression that means that "I liked it at first sight", I liked it, since the o i saw it I liked it.  I was
impressed since I first saw her.

me importa un pico
I care a peak is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I mind a pito." being its meaning:<br>We in Colombia say
" I care a damn " or sometimes " I care a damn ". They mean the same thing. It means that something it has no value,
that total is irrelevant. The expected effects of what happened I won't affect. Irrelevant. Even the smallest elements.

me puse las botas
In Colombia it means to dedicate himself to work.  It is a colloquial expression to indicate that someone accustomed only



to give orders (or only to send), he had also put hands to work or collaborate to complete a work.  Play you to help make
worker.

me too
They are English language words that mean me too (or better yet to me too).  It is a viral movement and tendency to
report sexual abuse and harassment ( hashtag).  With this movement have been processed many film directors,
presenters, personalities and actors, reflecting the lows of many of them. 

me viene de perlas
" It comes to my Pearl " It is the same that we use in Colombia, " It drops I Pearl ". It means that it is a circumstance
which we should very much, us is completely favorable, that is an opportunity that we were expecting.

meal token
Name of the first cryptocurrency.  No English terms that translate token, voucher or stub (ticket) for food. 

meandro
Curve or sinuosity of a river.  Bend of a river.  River, water stream, tributary, effluent, In Greek mythology it was the
name of a river in Caria in southern Asia Minor.  Named after a river god in Greek mythology. 

meandros
The meanders are all curves and recontracurvas of a river that moves by a flat topography.  They usually form by
accumulation of materials carrying the same flow of the river.  Windings, curverio.

meating
It's an English language word, which means meat. 

mebli
It means ball, marble.  It is a small crystal or ceramic sphere that is used for playing.  Bolinche , piquis . 

mebsuta
It is a term of Arabic origin and means extended claw (of the lion).  It is the name of a star that belongs to Gemini and
was previously also called Melucta and Meboula.  For astronomers it is also Eta Gem or 27 Gemini. 

mecaliptos
They are a kind of floral arrangements that are adorned with eucalyptus leaves. 

mecapal
It is a woven sash, strap or belt that serves to carry lumps to the Mexican Indians bearing all the weight on the forehead
and backs.   They are usually woven in cotton or cabuya (also called ixtle, which is a fiber taken from the maguey).

mecate
It is an agricultural measure used in Mexico, which is equivalent to 20 x 20 or 400 square meters (four areas).  Also in
Mexico is a type of woven rope used to hang things.  In El Salvador there is a Rap band, which is called Mecate.  It is a
word of Nahuatl origin.



mecateada
In Colombia it means eating mecato, consuming treats.  Eat during a trip or between meals, abundantly.  Provisioning.

mecato
In Colombia is the meal that takes for a long trip, comiso, provisioning.  It is also a light meal or snack between main
meals, tea, snacks ingested.

mecatona
In Colombia it means comelona, drinker, sweet, who eats a lot of meccato or greyhounds.  In El Salvador, it means
attractive, that you like others.

mecatrónica
It is a branch of engineering that is dedicated to the integrated design of mechanical and electrical systems.  Integrated
use of robotics and electronic engineering. 

mecaxochitl
It is the name of a Piperaceae plant in Mexico.  Its flowers are used to perfume and give spicy flavor drinks especially
chocolate.

mecedora
Special chair to rest, as it can rock.  It is sloping back and at the ends of the legs has a pair of arches that facilitate
movement or swing back and forth.  That can rock.

mecenas
Sponsor.  A person who supports a cause by taking advantage of its economic power or social recognition.  Protector,
benefactor, tutor, godfather. 

mecencio
Mezencio is more suitable.  It was the name of an Etruscan King, considered very cruel and evil.  It is considered the
prototype of the superb.  He is a character named in Virgil's Aeneid.

mecha
In Colombia is the wick which has a candle, candle or candle.  Strand thick fabric or wool used to turn something on. 
Ignition of the explosive cord.  Trigger.  Explosive Fireworks also called ballot.  Hair, hair.

mechas
Plural of wick.  In Colombia it is synonymous with hair, hair, hair, hair.  Set of hairs or fibers.  It can also be plume of
fibers that make up a trapero.  A wick is the wick that has a candle, candle or candle.  Thick strand of fabric or steppe
that is used to light something.  Explosives ignition cord.  Trigger.  Pyrotechnic explosive also called a ballot.

mechay
In Chile and Argentina, it is the name of a edible berry shrub, which belongs to the genus Berberis and the family
Berberidaceae.  They are also called calafate or michay.  There are 4 species.  It is also so called a variety of potato.



mechera
In Colombia it is the same as lighter or briquet.

mechero
It means lighter, candle, candle, candela, chisquero.  In Colombia there is also grenero, long hair, long hair, abundant
hair.

mechinascle
It is the way in Mexico the buds of the maguey plant.  Tender leaves or pencas of the maguey plant.

mecho
In Colombia means wick, candle strand.  It also means lighter or tea.  Place where excess gas is burned from oil
extraction in a well.

mechón
Set of hairs or hairs that fall on the forehead.  Pelluzcon, fleen, guedeja.  Increased wick.  Large sail or velón, used to
light or in typical dances.

mechudo
In Colombia it means with a lot of hair or with a lot of wicks.  Long and abundant wicks.  Long and abundant hair or hair. 
Melenudo, hairy.

mechurro
It is a term used in Venezuela in gardening and in the oil industry.  Mechurrio is also used.  It means burner, tea, torch,
flame, flare.  Residual gas burner.  In Colombia we also say lighter.

meco
In Mexico it is a word of many meanings.  It can mean semen, seminal fluid.  It is also foolish, bobo, fledgling, novice,
inexperienced, drunk, drunk.  It is also used to designate something big, bulky, hard or strong.  Person of white teas.  It
is also dirty, pig, pork, frumpy.  In some countries in Central America and Ecuador means effeminate, gay.  Of bowlegs,
cascorvo.

meconis
It's a last name.  Last name of a great designed or comic strip painter, and illustrator of texts.  His name is Dylan
Meconis.  Works at Helioscope , based in Portland.

meconismo
It is the tendency to use opium in various treatments.  By extension addiction, poisoning or poisoning with opium or its
derivatives.  Excessive use of opium .

meconología
It means treated or poppy study.  By extension is the branch of Medicine or Pharmacology that studies the opióids
(plants, substances or drugs) that cure by applying opium or its derivatives.  They are usually applied to control pain and
can lead to addiction.



meconopsis
It means similar to meconium, similar to meconium.  In Botany is the name of a herbaceous plant with colorful and
colorful flowers.  It is also the name of a genus of plants in the family Papaveraceae.  It is also called blue poppy.

mecos
Plural of meco .  In Mexico it is a word of many meanings.  It can mean semen, seminal fluid.  He is also dumb, dumb,
bison, novice, inexperienced, drunk, drunk.  It is also used to designate something large, bulky, hard or strong.  Person
of white teas .  It is also dirty, pig, pork, untidy.  In some countries of Central America and Ecuador it means effeminate,
gay.  With bowed legs, helmeted. 

med
It may be short for Medicine or Doctor.  In Colombia it is the abbreviation or acronym of Specialized Medicine in Pain. 
Name of a clinic specializing in pain in Cali, called Clínica MED S.  To.   ( Cali , Colombia ) .  Name of a Journal on
Medicine of scientific dissemination that is published in the Military University Nueva Granada of Bogotá (Editorial
Neogranadina). 

medalit
It is a woman's name used in Peru and is considered of indigenous origin.  Some authors believe that it originated from
the diminutive of medal (medallita) and means that medal, jewel, relic, something very valuable and small. 

medalla
Metal plate that hangs with a ribbon around the neck of winning athletes at an Olympics or Championship.  Trophy, logo,
prize, award, badge, currency.

medallería
It can mean place where they make medals.  It is more appropriate to use the term to call a set of medals or the
counting and distribution of medals in a championship where many teams or countries participate, in various sports
disciplines and in which the winners are awarded medals. 

medallo
Colloquial name given in Colombia to the city of Medellin and to which those who do not want it add a tr in exchange for
the d and call it Shrapnel.  It's a term used in vulgar, street jargon.  It is also the popular way to call the Independent
Sports football team Medellin, from that same city. 

medallo city
Colloquial name given in Colombia to the city of Medellin.  It's a term used in vulgar, street jargon. 

medallón
Medal Augmentative, Large Medal.  Type of cut in meats in the form of a thick slice .  Rounded, metallic ornament in the
form of a box and usually hung from the neck with a chain.  In architecture it is a type of frame, round or oval, that
contains a sculptural decoration and is usually made with stucco. 

medano
It means sand dune that forms in the areas of rivers.  Curve of a river.  Accumulation or pile of sand.  Arenal, dune.



medellinense
It means native to Medellin, born in Medellin.  It may refer to the capital Colombian city of the Department of Antioquia or
to a Spanish municipality of the Province of Badajoz (it was founded by the Romans and was the Girl Homeland of the
Conqueror Hernán Cortés).  In this case, the Metelinense Gentile is also used. 

medevac
It is the abbreviation of Médical Evacuation.  They are emergency air evacuation.  In the oil industry is a very important
document which is part of the contingency plans.

medevac
It is an acronym and a technical term.  It means Plan or medical evacuation measures.  It is a program that established
companies working at very remote sites for the medical evacuation of patients requiring specialized care.

media
Inflection of mediating which means to conciliate, intercede, tertiary, intervene, reconcile, arbitrate.  Sock, garment that
covers each of the feet.  Sock, escarpment.  Half.  In statistics and mathematics the result of adding several numerical
values and dividing it by the number of them.  Average value, intermediate value, average . 

media mitad
It means the perfect partner, addition, Supplement, continuation.  For 0 mathematicians. 25 or a quarter.

media vuelta
180 degree turn.  return, come back.  Reverse course .  Return to where the tour went or started.  Make.

medialuna
In Colombia name of a great musical success.  It is also the name of a Colombian town ( Corregimiento) in the
Municipality of Pivijay, Magdalena Department.

median
It's a mediation inflection.  It means to negotiate, to reconcile, to intervene, to intercede, to arbitrate.  They negotiate,
reconcile, intervene, intercede, arbitran. 

medianueves
In Colombia the correct term is mediasnueves.  It means snack or light meal that is made in the middle of the morning. 
It is also called mid-morning.  Curiously to late snack we have several names : elevens .  something, tip, strut.

medias
Plural of mean .  Halves.  In Colombia, clothing that only covers the feet and in women up to the whole of the legs (half
veils).  Socks, socks, scarpins, panties.

medicalizado
It means with enough equipment to provide medical assistance.  It possesses modern and specialized medical
equipment. 



medicamento
It is a substance that is formulated by a doctor with the aim of preventing, treating or curing a disease or ailment.  It is
also called remedy, medicine. 

medicamento para ayudar a orinar
That is the definition of diuretico:medicamento to help urination.

medicamentos
Plural of medicine .  It means a drug prescribed by a doctor.  Drugs, drugs, medicines, remedies. 

medicina
It is the science that is dedicated to the study and treatment of different diseases.  There are Human Medicine (for
people) and veterinary medicine (for animals).  In Colombia we also call medicine to a remedy or medicine, which is
what is taken or used to treat a disease. 

medicina ayurveda
It is a traditional and ancestral medicine of Hindu origin.  It is based on the use of ointments, balms and aromatic resins,
complemented by special diets and yoga exercises. 

medina
In Colombia and in almost all America is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of cities in many countries (Arabia,
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Spain, Mexico and Venezuela,) among others.  The name of a municipality in the
Department of Cundinamarca in Colombia.

medinilla
It's a diminutive of Medina.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Avila, in the Autonomous
Community of Castilla León.  Medinilla is also the name of a genus of plants in the family Melastomataceae.  They are
ornamental and from the Philippines and Indonesia.

medio
It means half.  50% .  Center or core.  It can also mean Resource, Way, Shape, Method, Technical , Procedure . 
Regarding quantity or quality may mean incomplete, imperfect.  Territory where something develops, environment,
environment, scope, space, zone.

medio luto
It refers to a duel, which is not as rigorous or intense.  As for costumes it means combining the colors white and black.

mediopelo
In Colombia it means poor quality or mediocre.  Mediocre, bad, rough, ordinary.

mediopié
In Anatomy and Medicine it is the middle part of the foot and is made up of scaphoids, cuboids and cuneiform.  It is the
part of the foot formed by the arch and the instep of the foot. 



mediotiempo
Rest time space, between the first and second time.  Intermediate, rest. 

mediquillo
It's a diminutive of Doctor.  Derogatory way to call a Doctor.

meditabajo
It is one of the many colloquial terms that we use in Colombia as well as cabizbundo, meditabajo, refers to someone
who is very depressed.  It is a mixture of meditabundo and cabizbajo, as in the case of cabizbundo, which means
cabizbajo and meditabundo.  Very sad, grieving. 

meditado
It is an inflection of meditate.  It means think, reflect, ruminate, concentrate, get away.

meditar
It means to reflect, to think, to consider, to reconsider, to analyze.  Put the mind to work.  It can also mean
concentrating, calming down. 

medium
A person who supposedly communicates with deceased people or with spirits.  Mediator.  Person who communicates
with beings from beyond.  Name of television program . 

medo
It means native of Media, a region of Asia.  relating to the same region. 

medrad
It is an inflection of thrive.  It means improving the position it was in, it may well be in economic sense or social status. 
Improve, climb, grow, move forward.  Also used to indicate growth or development of a living being (plant or animal).

medrosa
It is the feminine of cringing.  It means that he feels fear, panic.  It is a synonym of Miedosa, fearful, cowardly, cowardly,
intimidation, aguevada.

medroso
You mean scary.  Who is scared, who is easily frightened.  Scared, fearful, scary.

meeting
You want to meet , meet, sit.   It can also mean interview or date. 

mefisto
It is one of the ways to call the devil, demon, Mephistopheles or lucifer.  Luzbel .  In German folklore, demon, devil. 
Name of a very bad fictional character, from Marvel Comics.  Supervillain .  



mefistófeles
It is one of the ways to call the devil, demon or lucifer.  Luzbel .  In German folklore, demon, devil.  Name of an Opera by
Arrigo Boito. 

mega
In Bogota, Colombia, it's the name of a station.

mega estructura
It is a very large structure. Work of engineering of immense size.

megabotellón
Very large bottle.  Bottle of great proportions.  Giant bottle.  It is a type of volume measurement, with higher liquid
content.  Garrafón , pimpina , drum .  Promotional campaign to sell water in large containers and at favorable prices. 

megabytes
In systems is an amount equal to 1024 Kilobytes.  It is a unit of measure of computer memory.  Theoretically it is one
million bytes.

megacefálidos
It is the castellanization of Megacephalidae.  It means big head, big head.  It is the name given to a group of insects that
are characterized by having a head disproportionate to the body.  There are several families: Coleoptera , Carabidae
and Cicindelidae .

megacerops
It means giant horned face.  It is the name of an extensive group of prehistoric animals, among which brontotherium can
be considered.

megacéfala
It means big head.  Bighead.  It is the Spanishization of the term Megacephala.  In Entomology it is a Latin epithet that
means big head, bighead.  The epithet is usually a complement to the genus to form a scientific name and is
explanatory to some characteristic of the species.  For example : the scientific name of the lioness ant is Pheidole
megacephala, meaning that it is a bighead ant (big head).

megaciudad
A megacity, all city or metropolitan area which is more than 10 million inhabitants is currently considered. Some of the
tougher concepts added that they must have a minimum population density 2000 inhabitants per Km2.

megacles
Name of several members of the Alcmeónidas family in Ancient Greece.  They were Arcontes, of the Eupátrids families
of Attica (Nobles or privileged class).  They were exiled for attacking and destroying the Acropolis by attacking and
murdering Cilon.

megaconstelación
Name given to a very large constellation, to a gigantic constellation.  It is also called dense groups of large numbers of
small artificial satellites. 



megadérmidos
It is the Spanishization of the term Megadermidae.  It means skin or large membranes.  It is also called Macroderma.  It
usually refers to wings, ears or nose with very large folds.  It is the generic name given to fake vampires or all-round
bats, which are a class of chiropters or muercilages.

megadibersidad
The correct term is megadiversity. It means excessive diversity. Ecosystem that has many species or organisms.

megadiversidad
It is a term created by Conservation International Found ( International Foundation for conservation ) to denote the wider
biodiversity. It seeks to declare and seek to protect areas with greater biological richness in the world.

megadiverso
It is a term used in ecology which means with a great deal of biological diversity.

megadiverso megadiverso
It means much diversity.  Owning a huge amount of different species.  Usually the term is used in biology and ecology to
indicate a wide variety of species as either plants or animals.  Great variety of beings or living organisms.  Country
where a great diversity of species is concentrated.

megadonte
It was the name of extinct beasts and fossils.  It means beast of big teeth, very big teeth.

megaendeudamiento
It means a indebtedness of great proportions, indebtedness of astronomical sums of money. 

megaestructur
megaestructur is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Megastructure" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
a megastructure. It is a very large structure. Work of engineering of immense size.

megaevento
It's a big crowd event.  Event of mass presence, where many people attend or who are made a lot of disclosure. 

megafaradio
In Physics it is a unit of measurement of Electrical Capacity and equals one million Faradios.

megafraude
It's a big fraud, very big fraud. 

megahelicóptero
Very large helicopter.  Helicopter of large capacity and large dimensions.  Very heavy transport and cargo helicopters. 
Helicopter that can carry more than 20 tons of weight or many soldiers (up to 80 with campaign equipment).  In this
category of large helicopters are the Russian MI-26 Halo, the North American Chinook CH-47 and the SA-321 Super
Frelon (Super Hornet) of France. 



megahertzio
In Physics is the name of a unit of frequency measurement and equals one million hertz.

megaincendio
A megaincendio is a fire of immense proportions a conflagration of colossal magnitude and that is almost impossible to
extinguish. The term became popular after 687 simultaneous conflagrations that occurred in Chile, where a catastrophic
forest fire burned nearly 600,000 hectares of forest, destroying everything in its path. They were such dimensions that it
was necessary to open a new category in magnitudes of fire ( the sixth category ). According to the studies of Chilean
agencies, burned an average of 8,200 hectares per hour and the calorific power of the flames overcame the 60,000
kilowatts per metre and is presumed to affect the atmosphere at the continental level.

megaira
Megaira or Megagara was the name of Hercules' first wife.  It means "The Jealous", "The Jealousy".  She was the eldest
daughter of Creon, king of Thebes.  Name of one of the Erinyes, infernal goddesses of punishment and divine
vengeance.  Name of an asteroid (464). 

megajulio
In Physics is a unit of measurement of Energy and Work.  It's equivalent to a million jousses.

megalacria
In Medicine it is a condition that manifests with very large limbs and head, the same as some sense organs such as
nose and ears.  Medically it is also known as acromegaly, Marie's disease, pituitary hypereosinophilia, hypertrophy or
gigantism.

megalaima
It means long or big beards.  It is a genus of birds in the family Megalaimidae.  The family is currently divided into two
genera: Psilopogon and Megalaima, formerly only Megalaima, but all are called bearded.  They are from the Southeast
Asian area.

megalaiminas
It's the Castellanization of Megalaiminae.  It is the name of a family of Birds of Southeast Asia, known as bearded
(Megalaiminidae is also used).  It means long or big beards.  It is made up of the genera Megalaimina and Psilopogon.

megalibros
Bulky books, very large books.

megalofobia
It means fear of big or giant things, larger than under normal conditions.  It is one of the least recurrent phobias and
does not refer to objects that are naturally large, such as an airplane, a building or a whale. 

megalomanía
It is a serious personality disorder that consists of a person suffering from delusions of grandeur.  This person does not
mind lying, exaggerating and manipulating in order to obtain his goals. 

megalomaníaco



A person who suffers from delusions of grandeur and who does not mind lying, exaggerating or manipulating in order to
obtain their goals.  Who suffers from megalomania. 

megalonicosis
It is a term used in medicine and podiatry.  refers to the exaggerated thickening of the nails.  it can also be called . 
Hypertrophy of the nails or onychogriphosis. 

megalómano
It is a person who suffers from a serious personality disorder that consists of having delusions of grandeur.  This person
does not mind lying, exaggerating or manipulating in order to obtain their goals. 

megamis
Megamis or better Megamix, means great mix.  It means they don't match by traits.  It is the name of a genus of fossil
mammals that existed in the Miocene, in northern Argentina.  It is also a great mix of music and sounds.  Music collage .

megamperio
In Physics is the name of a unit of measure that equals one million amps.  His abbreviation is Ma.

megaobra
Large work.  large-scale project.  Work that requires a lot of budget, a lot of time and a lot of materials.  Massive work. 

megaolla
Very large pot.  Gigantic pot.  Ollón , ollota . 

megapodinas
It means large or wide legs.  It is the castellanization of the technical term Megapodinae (or also Megapodiidae ) which
means exactly that, large or broad legs.  They are known as turkeys, male, megapods or felles, they can hardly fly for
their weight and size.

megapolar
It means far away or far away poles.  Distanced poles.  This word is also used in Portuguese ( Diz-se do íma cujos pólos
est'o muito afastados .  Portuguese-Spanish Dictionary) .  .

megapromo
It means gigantic promotion, great trinket.  Time of great sales . 

megaprosopo
Large face.  Big-faced, big-faced, big-faced.  In the terminology of Biology and Anthropology (in the study of human
populations and races), this term is designated to those who have as face traits characterized by their large width and
length.  Carón.

megaproyecto
Project or colossal engineering work of large proportions.  Gigantic work.  It normally requires many resources and much
time to run it.



megara
It was the name of an ancient Greek city.  He was in Attica.  Name of Heracles' first wife.  She was the eldest daughter
of the king of Thebes, Creon.  Name of a Spanish band. 

megasequía
It's a drought of very large proportions.  Extreme drought. 

megatón
It's short for a million tons.  It is a unit of energy power or destructive of a million-tonne explosive of TNT.

megazostrodon
It means big circumference tooth.  It was the name of a small mammal of the Late Triassic and the Lower Jurassic.  It
measured about 10 centimeters.

megágrafo
It can also be considered megagraph.  It can be a pretty big written sign.   Letter or sign on a fence or wall.

megámetro
It is a very large length measurement.  It's equivalent to a million meters or a thousand kilometers.

megápodo
It means large or wide legs.  It is the name that is used to call in Ornithology the birds of the family of turkeys, talegas or
evils.  They belong to the family Megapodidae .  They can hardly fly by weight.

megápolis
It means big cities, gigantic cities, big metropolises, cities, metropolises.

megombo
The correct term is Negombo, with n at the beginning.  It is the name of a town in Sry Lamka (formerly Ceylon) that
belongs to gampaha District, Western Province.  It is also named after a beach on the Indian Ocean in that same region.

megrez
It is a word of Arabic origin and translates tail principle, root of the tail (where the tail begins).  It is the name of a star in
the constellation Ursa Major.  In Chinese astronomy he is known as Kwan and Tien Kuen (The Celestial Authority).  It is
also known to western astronomers as Delta Ursae Majoris, Delta UMa or 69 Ursae Majoris. 

megui
More MeGUI is used.  In Informáticá y Computación is a free and open source tool, to process and convert your video
and audio files. 

meily
It is a woman's name, it is a variant of Maily or Maylin. It is a name of mapuche origin and means Princess.



meissa
It is a word of Arabic origin, meaning brilliant.  It is the name of a star in the constellation orion.  It is also known to
astronomers as Landa Ori, L Orionis or 39 Orionis, Heka or Raselgeuse.  It is located on the head of the hunter.  It is
one of the brightest stars in the sky. 

meixelas
It is a Galician language word meaning cheeks, cheekbones, cheeks.  Synonym : Fazulas .

mejillones
Plural of Mussel.  They are marine filtering bivalve molluscs.  They are highly valued economically, they are also called
Choros.

mejor amigo
It is the pious lie of diplomat: everyone says the same thing.  Amiguis, carnal, inseparable.

mejoral
It is the name of a song composed by Rafael Escalona and performed among others by Alejo Durán vallenata.  The
name of a popular Painkiller that is no longer used.  Colloquially in mejoral Colombia means remedy, cure, solution to a
problem, something that relieves pain (also say calmadoral).

mejorales
Plural of mejoral.  In Colombia was a pill used to control headaches.  By extension painkillers, tranquilizers, sedatives,
lenitivos, analgesics.  People who do that others stop suffering, counselors.

mejoramiento
Name given to a process of improvement, improvement, improvement or overcoming.  Progress, advancement,
advancement, improvement, development. 

mejorar
make a thing or a state better than a previous one with which it is compared.  Progress, perfect, overcome, prosper, win.

mejores
It is a qualifying adjective, meaning superior, Supreme, excellent, great, high, preeminent.  Plural of best.

mejunje
It means renovating, traditional medicine, made from herbs.

mekbuda
It is the name of a yellow supergiant star that belongs to the constellation Gemini.  It is also known to astronomers as
Zeta Geminorum, Z Gem or 43 Geminorum.  Its name is a word of Arabic origin, meaning "Lion's Claw".  It is more than
1200 light years from our sun. 

meladura



Honey, juice or syrup obtained by crushing the cane.  Melao, cane juice.  Melado.  Untreated cane honey.

melaminizar
Add a layer of a synthetic resin.  It means coating with melamine, which is a very resistant synthetic composite material
that is applied to wood and furniture.  Apply a layer of melamyonic resin. 

melancia
It is another name of a cucurbit plant and its fruits which are also known as watermelon, Sindría, aguamelón or water
melon.  Its scientific name is Citrullus lanatus (belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family).  .

melancolía
The word is of Greek origin and means black bile, the worst mood.  It is a state of mind that reflects sadness and
disinterest.  It is usually transient.  Dejection, murria, depression.  2011 film name, directed by Lars von Trier and
starring Kirsten Dunst.  In Greek mythology she was personified by Ezis (Anguish, Misery, Sorrow). 

melancólica
It means he suffers from melancholy.  She's sad, that something afflicts her.  Taciturna, sad, grim, distressed, sorrowful. 

melania
It's a woman's name of Latin origin.  You mean brunette fur.  Melanie and Melina variants.

melanie
It is a woman's name, of Greek origin.  It means that of brown skin.  It has variants such as Melania, Melany, Melina.

melanipa
Melanipa in Greek literally means black Mare.  It was the name of the daughter of Chiron ( Centaur ) and Cariclo.

melanuria
It is a term used in medicine and refers to the dark coloration of the urine, which is a reflection of some severe kidney
condition.  Expulsion of melanin in the urine. 

melany
It is the English variant of Melania. It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means sweet maiden or maiden of
harmonious voice and sweet. Other variants are Milena, Melina or Milene.

melany
It is the English variant of Melania. It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means sweet maiden or maiden of
harmonious voice and sweet. Other variants are Milena, Melina or Milene.

melapias
It is a variety of common block which is characterized by being very sweet.

melasma



It means dark or black spot.  It is a dermatological condition that consists of the appearance of dark spots on the skin It
may be due to hormonal changes or due to the effects of the sun. 

melatonina
It is a hormone that is produced in the pineal gland.  It is the hormone that regulates the sleep and wakefulness cycle.  It
can be synthesized from Tryptophan. 

melaza
Honey, thick cane juice.  Viscous liquid of natural origin and sweet taste.  Residue from the manufacture of cane sugar
or beet. 

melánico
It means dark, very dark, black, renegade.  In Biology it is the name that receives the specimen of any species that for
genetic reasons presents a very dark or black coloration, despite not being the normal or natural coloration.  It means
with a lot of pigmentation, that it has a lot of melanin.

melba
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means which is soft and tender.

melchor
It is a male name of Hebrew origin and means King of Light.  Name of one of the 3 Three Wise Men.  It represents old
age and carried gold. 

melcocha
In Colombia it is a treat of very sticky consistency that is made from melted panela and sugar.  Very sticky person. 
Affectionate, mellow. 

meldonio
It is a doping substance used by many athletes.  It's a medicine for heart conditions.  It is also called Meldonium,
Curalotodo, Quaterina, Mildronats, Mildronate, MET88. 

melecio
It is a male name of Greek origin and means attentive and careful.  Some write it with s (Melesio). 

melena
In Colombia is very long hair, especially when it refers to that of a man.  Burner.  Hair of a lion.

melenas
Plural of mane.  It means abundant and long hair.  Mechudos.  In Medicine, it is called mane to very dark or black
deposition, which usually reveals the presence of very degraded blood, so it is indicative of bleeding in the first section
of the digestive tract (ranging from the esophagus to the yeyuno and ileon )

meleph
It is a word of Arabic origin and means bag of fodder.  It is the name of a star in the Constellation of Cancer.  It is also



called E Cancri, Epsilon Cancri or HR 3429.  It is a binary star system.  

melete
Also called Meletea.  In Greek mythology it was the embodiment of Meditation or Essay.  She was one of three
Pausanias muses.  She was the sister of Mnemea (Memory) and Aedea (Canto).  Entomology is the name of a genus of
butterflies in the family Pieridae.  They are characterized by light colors.  Name of an asteroid.  It can also mean mellow,
sweet, affectionate (derived from honey derogatory). 

melgar
In Colombia it is a municipality of the Department of Tolima.  Tourist site near Bogota .  Name of several villages in
Spain .  Place where honeycombs or forage plants abound.  It can also be a place where sharks of a species abound
that has stingers on its fins or places where the tools to beldar the straw are placed. 

meli
It is the apocope or acronym of Mercado Libre, an Argentine company specialized in online sales, purchases and
payments.  Meli is as it appears on NASDAQ and is its loging. 

meliboea
It is also valid to use Meliboia or Melibea.  It is the name of several characters in Greek mythology.  It was the name of
one of the Oceanids.  She was the daughter of Oceanus and Thetis.  With pelasgus, they were Lycaon's parents.  Name
of the wife of the King of Magnesia, Magnes, with whom he had Alector.  Name of an ancient city of Thessaly.  Name of
the only surviving Niobid of the sons of Amphion of Thebes and Niobe.  Name of a maiden of Ephesus, lover of Alexis. 
There was another Meliboea, who was the mother of Phelus and is believed to have been married to Theseus.  It also
received the names of Peribea or Eriboea.  Name of an asteroid ( 137 ) . 

melier
It is the name of a real estate agency and a construction firm of real estate projects and condominiums in Envigado,
Antioquia, Colombia.

meliflua
It means that it is sweet, soft, delicate.  It has the appearance of honey. 

melifluas
Plural of melliflues .  It means that it is sweet, soft, delicate.  They have the appearance of honey.  They enchant or
attract for their sweetness. 

melifluos
It means excessively sweet, meleven, soft, delicate, sugary.

melina
It means brown-skinned.  It also means yellow or native to Milo or Milos (Greek island of the Aegean Sea). It is a
woman's name of Greek origin.  Variants : Melania , Melanie , Meline .  Name of a song, success of Camilo Sesto. 
Common name of a tree in Colombia, which is native to India and is also known as gmelina or gamhar.  Its scientific
name is Gmelina arborea and it belongs to the Lamiaceae family.  It is timber, forage and medicinal. 



melindre
Delicacy, mannerisms.  You mean mincing, kitsch, ridicule, nonez scruple.

melindres
Plural de melindre .  It means remilgo, scruple, amanship, gnoculating, ridicule, cheesy, complaint, whining.  It can also
mean confine, sweet, treaty.

melindroso
Very scrupulous, prissy, foolish person.  A person who complains about everything.

melisa
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means sweet as honey.  Melissa is also used.  Common name of a
herbaceous plant of the family Lamiaceae.  It also receives the names of lemongrass, lemon mint, lemon leaf, bee,
citronella or lemon balm.  Her scientific name is Melissa officinalis. 

meliso
Melissus or better yet Melissus of Samos was the name of a philosopher, statesman and Greek Navigator.  Melissus of
Samos contributed to cause nuclear physicist and was a disciple of Parmenides.

melitta
It is the name of 676 in asteroid.  Its name is due to Melissa a Greek mythological character.  She was the daughter of
Meliseus.  Also possibly named after its discoverer Philibert Jacques Melotte.  Previously this asteroid was named 1909
FN by astronomers. 

melífluos
It means sweet, sweet, honey-like taste.  Sweet, nice and sweet.

mella
Mean recess, empty or hollow.  Also in Colombia is a way of calling each of the twins or twins (short for twin).  Spain is
another call to Apple, cermeno or pomar tree.

mellabe
mellabe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mellabes" as meaning:<br>Mellabe or better Mellabes is the
name of an israeli rock band.

mellado
It means mueco, that it lacks one or more teeth.  Inflection of twinting, which means to remove the edge to some tool or
apompar.  Hitting with something very strong a tool damaging its edge.  or causing him a notch.  Also figuratively is to
damage or impair a person's honesty.  Diminish appreciation for something or someone.  In Spain, it is also a surname.  
Last name of a Spanish footballer who plays at Madrid, named Alba Mellado.  In Spain, a player named José María
Mellado, was player of Logroñés and Valladolid.  A recent player acquired by Real Madrid and very young, is called
David Mellado.  There is also an Argentine player named Miguel Alberto Mellado del Chacarita Juniors and another
Mexican named Iván Vásquez mellado and plays for the juárez club. 

mellao



That has a dent.  It is a word of Mapuche origin that means toothless, toothless, grimace.  That you are missing one
tooth or that you are missing several teeth.  Name of a song by Julio Irving Ramos Filomeno, better known as Julio
Voltio, a Puerto Rican singer.  This term is used in Chile and Puerto Rico. 

mellizo
Twin and twin Colombia is not equal.  Twins are the brothers who are born in a double birth but have different sex at
birth.  Childbirth in which is born a boy and a girl.  A male who was born on the same day with a little sister.

mello
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling a twin, a twin.  Apocope of twin.  It is an inflection of pinching.  It means
damage, undermine, damage, drilling, shrink, slitting, break.

melloco
It is one of the common names given in Ecuador to an edible tuber plant.  In Colombia and parts of Ecuador is known as
olluco, ulluco, chugua, lisa, or smooth Pope.   In Venezuela they say ruba.  Its scientific name is Ullucus tuberosus and
belongs to the Basellacaceae family.

melocarpum
I think that the question is about Melanocarpum.  If so.  means of black fruits.  Melocarpum is a genus of plants
belonging to the family Zygophyllaceae.

melofobia
The strange musical appetite or dislike of the music could be a result of the melofobia ( fear of music ) , a little-known
but existing Neuropsychological disorder.  People do not resist changes in tone of the melodies so they become shrill.

melojo
It is a tree of the family of Oaks, its scientific name is Quercus pyrenaica and belongs to the family Fagaceae.  It
receives many common matorro, gall oak, rebollo names, barda, Acorn, certuino, widely.

melolenga
It means little right, without many skills, clumsy, lerdo.  Used much to describe a player who is not very ductile with the
ball.  In Colombia we say suitcase, firecracker.

meloncillos
It is a plant of the family Cucurbitaceae, scientific name Ecballium elaterium.  He is also known as Cohombrillo, bitter
cucumber, bitter cohombrillo, sea cucumber from the devil, elaterio, sour gherkin, mad Mongoose, Mongoose of the
devil.  It is the only species that does not have tendrils.

melopea
Drunk with songs sometimes very detuned by the same drunk.  Singing of drunks, Tertulia.  It is the union of melody and
pea (i.e. song and drunkenness).  In Colombia of colloquial "drunken Serenade" way.

melosalgia
It means pain in the legs.  It is also the name of a song by Rami Oren and Limor Harush.



melotría
The correct term is Melothria, with h intermediate and without tilde.  It's the Spanishization of Melothria.  It is a genus of
plants in the family Cucurbitaceae.  The word as such may mean long stem or also fruit (melon or apple) of Thria, which
was a locality of Ancient Greece, near Athens.  This genus belongs to plants known as false sideburns ( Melothria
trilobata - false pin).  Also belongs to the Melothria scabra called mouse watermelon or mouse pin.

melón
In Colombia, colloquially is a way to call a million. Plant combines groveling that produces large fruits are edible and
pleasant taste.  Its scientific name is Cucumis melo.  It belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family.  In the 3rd century A.  (C). 
It was already cultivated by the Egyptians.

melpomene
In Greek mythology she was one of the muses of theatre.  She was called the Melodiosa, daughter of Zeus and
Mnemosine.  Although she was initially a muse of singing and musical harmony, she became the muse of tragedy.  In
Botany it is a genus of ferns in the family Polypodiceae.  In Animal Biology.  it is also a genus of spiders in the family
Agelenidae. It's also the name of an asteroid.  

melpómene
It is the name of one of the muses of the theater, in Ancient Greece.  His name means "The Melodious."   It's also the
name of an asteroid.  In Botany it is the name of a genus of ferns that belongs to the family Polypodiaceae.  In Zoology,
it is also the name of a genus of venomous spiders, in the family Agelenidae.

melquisedec
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  You mean King of the Righteous or King of Justice.  In the Holy Bible
was the name of a High Priest in the time of Abraham.  Affectionately it's called Melco.

meltemi
It can translate bad weather or temporary.  It is the name given in Greece to the winds that come from the North of the
Aegean Sea.  Previously it was also called Etesio or Meltem.  They are dangerous in summer times, as they promote
the spread of forest fires. 

melusina
Fairy very popular in medieval literature in the time of King Arthur.  It appeared in most tales of that time.  Name of an
asteroid . 

membrillo
It is the name of a tree plant and its fruits.  It is also called quince.  Its scientific name is Cydonia oblonga and it belongs
to the Rosaceae family. 

meme
It is a photograph which adds a jocular, usually mocking text and is sent by social networks (mainly internet).

memeco
In Panama, very ugly woman, without any appeal.  In Colombia in an offensive and pejorative way is called fetus, catfish
or gurre.



memeko
It is a character in the play "The Princess of the town of Abantos" by the Spanish writer Paqui Gómez.

memelas
The memelas are tarts or corn tortillas that are accompanied with lard and carry milled beans.  They are famous above
all in Oaxaca, Mexico.  Tell him Pupusas in El Salvador and Colombia Arepuelas.  They are food products prepared by
hand and Indian tradition.

memetismo
memetismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mimicry" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is mimicry.
Camouflage, hide. It is the property of some plants and some animals that allows them to take the colors or the common
forms in your environment to pass unnoticed.

memo
It is the colloquial and apocopada way call William.  It is also the short form of referring to a memorandum or a
memorial.

memoria remota
Ancient memories, distant memories.  Memory of memories from a long time ago.

men
In Colombia it is short for Ministry of National Education.

mena
Mean mineral, Quarry, he vetoes.  Location of any mineral in its natural state. In language Achagua in Colombia is a
suffix meaning water or stream.

menaje
It is the set of elements and necessary furniture for a given activity.  Elements required in a section or unit of a
restaurant or a hotel (kitchen, bar, etc).  Trousseau, dowry,

menalo
The correct term is identity it.  The name of a son of Lycaon in ancient Greece.  He founded a city in their name and also
gave his name to a mountain in Arcadia. By their evil was converted into Wolf by Zeus.

menas
Plural of Mena .  In Colombia it is a surname.  Mena means mine, site from which minerals or metals of exconomial
importance are extracted.  Deposits.

mendaces
Plural of mendacious.  Mendacious means liar.  Liars, tricksters, fakes.  They're missing the truth, they're not telling the
truth.

mendanos



mendanos is incorrectly written and should be written as "médanos ( with always 41 tilde;" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is sand dunes. Médanos is the name of several localities in Argentina, Colombia, Spain, Mexico and
Colombia Venezuela.En we say Sandhills to the combination of vega and wetland. They are usually areas in flood
plains. Flooded Vegas. Dunes.

mendaz
It means liar, false, deceitful.  Feigned, fallacious. 

mended
It is a word of the English language that means patched, darning, fixed.

mendicidad
Condition of the people who don't have enough to survive.  Begging attitude.  Limosnear, pordiosear.

mendigo
In Colombia it is the same as beggar, almsman or pedigree.  Person who lives on the begging or charity of others. 
Person who lives on alms.

mendion
mendion is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mendion ( nombrepropio )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
surname and a name. It refers to Urtilia Mendion Scarnetti, which is the matriarch of the House Scarnetti, while allowing
his son Gradon to represent it.

mendocino
It means exhausting, superstitious.  Person who believes in omens.  Pessimistic, gloomy.  It also means natural from
Mendoza, the city or the Province of Argentina.  Relative to Mendoza. 

mendocita
The name of a district of Lima, in the La Victoria district (Peru).  It was founded in 1940.

mendoza
It is a surname allegedly of Basque origin or Alavés (Spain), although there is a Portuguese variant.  It is the name of a
site in Spain, in the municipality of Vitoria in Alava.  It was a very important Spanish noble family.  Name of a Province
and a City in Argentina.

mendrugo
In Colombia, many also say mendrujo.  It means piece of hard bread.   Small amount of bread, small portion of bread,
Crumb, Crumb.

meneghinita
It means milanesita.  Milan small.  Diminutive of Milanese.

meneguina
Meneghina, with the intermediate h means in Italian, Milanese, coming or originating from Milan.  In slang language



means silver, twine, currency, money, monis, ticket.

meneíto
Attractive and oscillating movement of hips.  Sensual, slow, striking the walking movement.  Type of Caribbean dance. 
The name of a song performed by Nathalie Díaz Rodríguez, better known as Natusha.  Caminaito.

menester
It means that it is necessary.  Need, lack, lack, scarcity.  It can also mean work, work, job, occupation, exercise, ex
officio.

menesterosa
It means needy, very poor.  Person who lives off public charity.  Person who asks for alms or needs oboles from others. 
Needed, almsner, beggar, indigent, pedigree.

menesteroso
A person who lives on public charity.  Person who requested alms or need obolos of others.  Needed, beggar, beggar,
indigent, supplicants.

menestral
It means person who jecuta or performs something, sortally if it's with his hands.  Author, operator, worker, worker,
craftsman, performer, artist.

mengitorio
It is a term used in Medicine and Urology especially.  It is more appropriate to use the term urinal.  It means related to
urine or urination.  Urinal. 

menguante
It means that it decreases or decreases.  Decreasing or shrinking.  Lunar period (or Moon Phase) from Full Moon to
New Moon. 

meniaíto
Soft swagger.  A smooth, delicate dance.  The name of a song.

menippe
Name of a character in Greek Mythology.  It means valent mare or drinker ( a ) .  Sister of Metioche .  They were
daughters of Orion.  In biology, it is the name of a genus of mollusks in the family Menippidae.  They are known as
crabs.  Moorish crabs.  It is also the name of an asteroid (188). 

menisco
They are crescent-shaped fibrocartilage found in various joints of the body.  The most well-known are those of the knees
and serve as cushions or cushions.  They are also found on the wrists, the ends of the collarbone and in the ribs.

menjurje
concoction is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mixture" being its meaning:<br>Means prepared herbs ( 41



herbs;  Jumble of herbs that are prepared with medicinal or esoteric purposes.  Poultice, drench, concoction, potion,
ready, ointment, maranguango.  Although it is popular to say concoction the correct word is mixture.

menkalinan
It means "the shoulder of the coachman".  It is a word of Arabic origin.  It is the name of a star in the constellation
Auriga.  It is also known as Beta Auriga, Beta Auri and 34 Auriga.  Name of a Star System, from the constellation Auriga.

menkar
It is the name of a star in the constellation Cetus.  It is also called Menkab, Alpha Ceti, Alpha Cet or 92 Ceti.  The word
is of Arabic origin and means Nose. 

menkent
It is the name of a star in the constellation Centaurus (Centaurus).  The word is formed by men which in Arabic means
shoulder or paddle (that of the horse) and kent which is short in Latin for Kentaurus.  This star is also named Theta
Centauri, ? Cen or 5 Centauri .  It is also a surname of English origin. 

menkib
In Astronomy it is the name of a star and also of a Star System.  the star Menkib, belongs to the Constellation of
Perseus and is also called 44 Persei, Zeta Persei, Theta Persei or Z Per. 

menonita
It is the name of a Protestant religious sect and also of each of its faithful.  They are followers of Mennón or better
Menno Simons, a reformer of Dutch origin.  Dissidents of the Anapbaptists. 

menorá
Menorah or menorah, is the name of the sacred candelabrum of the Jews.  It has 7 arms.   Seven arms oil lamp. 
Menorah is a Word from Hebrew that means lamp.

menoscaban
It is a synonym for damaged, deteriorating, decline.

menrva
Menrva was the goddess of wisdom and commerce between the Etruscans.  It is equivalent to the Minerva of the
Romans.

mensajero
In Colombia he is the person who works in a company dedicated to carrying correspondence.  We also call you postman
or colloquially skater.  It carries and brings messages or correspondence.

mensajeros
Messenger plural .  People who carry and bring messages.  Correspondence handlers.  It's another way to call postmen
or skaters.



menson
It is a word that in Esperanto language means Mind.  It is also an artistic surname, resulting from deforming the surname
Manson, and which is used by rock singer Brian Hugh Warner (Marilyn Manson).  Currently Eugenio Derbez, Mexican
artist, presents some parodies imitating the rock singer and assumed the artistic name in the presentations of "Marilin
Menson". 

menstruación
It is synonymous with rule or period.  It is a natural physiological process of women in reproductive age and females of
some animals which expelled through the vagina a mature non fertilized egg.  Takes place regularly every month or
more exactly every 28 days.  To present the fertilization of the ovum, menstruation disappears during the time of
gestation.

mensual
It means relative to the month, which happens every month.  That lasts a month.  In Colombia and especially in the
Eastern Plains is the way to call the worker who works and is paid for months.  Day laborer, pawn.

mensulas
brackets is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Brackets" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bracket or
brackets. There are a few architectural ornaments that stand out on the facade of a wall. Gargoyles.

menta
Mint is the name of an aromatic herb.  There are numerous varieties of plants, many species and hybrids, all aromatic
and use pharmaceutical in the genus Mentha.  They are plants that are found all over the world.  The most notorious
species is Mint or Mint ( Mentha spicata ) belong to the family Lamiaceae.

menta spicata
It is the scientific name of the hiebabuena or mint, although it is more indicated mentha spicata.  It is also often called
garden mint.  It is a very common aromatic plant of the genus Mentha and the family Lamiaceae.  It is used in
gastronomy and perfumery.  It also has medicinal uses. 

mental
It means relative to the mind or psyche.  An emotional, psychological and social state of a person (mental health). 

mentalista
Person who practiced the Mentalism or follow this philosophical doctrine, ignores the objective experiences and tries to
solve problems only by natural processes.  Person who uses mental agility, principles of stage magic or suggestion to
make the illusion of mind reading.  Magician, illusionist and magician.

mentalmente
It means without speaking.  That he does it only with thought.  That he does it with the mind. 

mentastro o caángay
They are two of the common names of a plant of traditional medicinal uses.  It is also usually called mastranzo,
betonica, candalus, mint brava, horse mint, donkey mint, pennyroyal.  Its scientific name is Mentha suaveolens and it
belongs to the Lamiaceae family.  There are other similar herbs, known as mints, caángay or chuva (Ageratum
conyzoides, of the Asteraceae family) and also of medicinal uses.  



mente aguda
Notorious mental agility, very attentive, smart, deft, lucid, witty, smart, capable, perspicacious.

mente obtusa
You want to say intransigent radical, stubborn, stubborn, fanatic opposition.

mentecato
Person that is difficult to understand or absorb things.  Stupid, idiotic, foolish, insensible, pazguato, what.

mentepollo
It means that it has little retentive, that it has no memory.  He has a memory of chicken.  Low mental capacity, reduced
mind (It is assumed that the brain of chicken and birds is very small). 

mentirosos
People who like to lie, Liars, mythomaniacs. It is synonymous with deceptive, adulterated, counterfeit, pretended,
apparent, Liars, mendacious, exaggerated, gossips.

mentor
It means guide, counselor, tutor, counselor.  Person who is dedicated to advising or guiding others. 

mentoreo
It is an intentional long-term relationship, with the intention of making it very lasting.  It is usually to impart experiences,
visions and knowledge, so that another learns, traines and acquires skills.

mentoría
Type of relationship, in which one person is a mentor to another.  It is a relationship through which a person with greater
knowledge or experience in a profession or as a researcher helps another who is a beginner or apprentice.

mentón
Lower jaw, jaw, chin.  In Colombia cumbamba or beard . 

menudito
It means simple, skinny, skinny.  Also small, small, tiny, low, narrow, short.  Diminutive of often. 

menudito su
Colombia uses this word to talk about someone very thin, very small, reduced meat and body. Menudito is diminutive of
menudo. In relation to the money he wants to tell in simple or pay full, because there is no money to be returned.
Menudito is also a small tripaje ( 41 animal intestine. Football team of very poor performance.

menudo
In Colombia it can be the set of guts of an animal, digestive system.  It can also be simple money, coins, money in low
denomination notes and coins, loose.  Name of a youth musical group from Puerto Rico from the 70's and 80's.  Dish of
universal gastronomy, which is also called mondongo, belly, tripe or guatita. 



meña
It is a girl of class low, ordinary and evil spoken in Panama.  Rude.

meñique
Name of the fifth finger of the hand.  Small finger name of the hand.  Small, minimal.

meño
It is one of the nicknames given to whoever is called Manuel, especially in Mexico.  He is also called Mañe.  The name
Manuel is of Hebrew origin and means God is with us.  Also as Jorge says, it is used on the Colombian Atlantic Coast.

meollo
The main or central aspect of a theme.  Center, core, essence.  It's also another way to call brains, brains or marrow. 
Nervous tissue.  Quid.

meoqui
meoqui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Meoqui or Pedro Meoqui" being its meaning:<br>Meoqui or best
Pedro Meoqui is the name of a town in the State of Chihuahua in Mexico. Its name is due to General Pedro Meoqui
Mañon, great collaborator in the Guerra de Reforma and follower of Benito Juárez.

meoyo
The right term is core, with ll.  It means core, center, marrow.  Quid, an important or substantial part of something. 

mequetrefe
In Colombia it means useless or person also involved, lambon.  Also used as a synonym for unfulfilled, foolish, stupid,
tarambana, badulaque, metiche, intrusive.

mer-may
It is irregular or improper writing of the English word Mermaid siren means and which in turn has its origin from the
French words mer ( mar ) and maid ( which is a contraction of the word mademoiselle for the English ) The sea girl. A
mermaid is a legendary aquatic creature with the head and upper body of a human female and a fish tail. It is a mythical
character that is very popular in all cultures of the world.

merak
It is a word of Arabic origin that means loin.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Bigda.  It is also called Mirak,
Beta Ursa Majoris, Beta UMa or 46 Ursa Majoris.  For the Chinese it is Tien Seuen and for the Hindus Pulaha. 

meralgia
Meralgia is the pain in the thigh.

merapi
Merapi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Merapi." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a very active
stratovolcano located in the central part of Java.

merca



It is an inflection of buying.  It means buying or purchasing food or market.  In Colombia is the apocope of merchandise
and market.  Traders and the common people use it, most of the time has nothing to do with drugs as most insinuating
it.  This circumstance if it was exploited by crime and smugglers in order to pass unnoticed.  Merchandise, market, food,
grocery, Ranch supplies.

mercachife
Dealer of trinkets and jewelry.  Small-time Peddler.

mercado
It can mean square, gallery, site where goods and agricultural products are sold.  It is also the set of potential buyers of
a product.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin (more exactly Basque).  In Colombia it is said market to
everything that constitutes food and groceries that are purchased for consumption.  Remittance, trade, fair, consumers. 
Last name of a Colombian former boxer named Bernardo Mercado, heavyweight.

mercalli
Italian surname .  Surname of Italian geologist and seismologist named Giuseppe Mercalli, inventor of a scale for
measuring the intensity of earthquakes, according to their capacity for destruction.  Name of a scale for measuring
earthquake intensity. 

mercancías
The goods are all "what can sell or buy".  Products that can be bought or sold on the market.  Products that are traded.

mercaptano
It is the name of a natural gaseous substance released by decaying organic matter.  It has a strong smell of rotten
cabbage.  It is a sulphur compound that can be used as a flavoring of home natural gas, to be able to detect it as well as
additive in aircraft fuel.  It is flammable, strong odor and non-toxic.  It can be found in blood, brain and animal tissues.  It
is usually released along with faeces.

mercaptanos
Plural of mercaptan .  It is the generic name that in chemistry receive a group of natural gaseous substances with
unpleasant odors.  They are organic compounds that possess in their molecules one sulfur atom and one hydrogen
atom.  They are also called thiols, Tiol group or Hydroxyl group.  They are natural gaseous substances released by
decaying organic matter.  They have a strong smell of rotten cabbage.  They are sulfide compounds that can be used as
flavorings of home natural gas, to be able to detect it, as well as additive in the fuel for aircraft.  They are flammable,
strong odor and are non-toxic.  It can be found in blood, brain and animal tissues.  They are usually released along with
faeces.

merced
It means concession, grace, favor, privilege, breneficio, prevenda.  Don, gift.  It also means gift.  In another meaning it
means prize, reward, award, caprice. 

mercedes
It is a woman's name of Latin origin and means liberator.  It is also a car brand of German origin, which was originally
called Daimler or Daimler Benz.  It then took the name Mercedes Benz. 

mercedes benz



Name taken by a German car brand, which was originally called Daimler AG, Daimler or Daimler Benz. 

mercería
It is a commercial establishment where they sell threads, buttons, needles and everything related to seams and
embroidery. 

mercurial
Concerning Mercury or Mercury .  It is also the common name of a plant also known as pajarito or guasca.  Name of a
plant, whose leaves are added to the popular ajiaco.  Its scientific name is Galinsoga parviflora, from the Asteraseae
family. 

mercury
It is an English word meaning Mercury.  It can refer to the planet, the chemical element, or the trade god of the Romans.
 Name of a line of cars assembled by the American company Ford Motor Company.  Artistic surname of a British singer,
born in Zanzibar, known as Freddie Mercury and whose full and real name was Farrokh Bulsara.  Name of a series of
space capsules (some manned) sent by the United States into space (NASA). 

mercy
It's an English word that means mercy, compassion.  It's also a low-stake, family-friendly way to call Mercedes.

mere
It's a French word that means mother.  In Spanish, it can be an apocope of Emerenciana (Name of the
great-grandmother of Jesus and Grandmother of Mary).  Mere, merely, only, unique .  It is also used as a demerit
anapocope and a disguised way of referring to a prostitute.  In southern Chile it means peasant, ordinary person, guazo
(also used huaso or guaso), natural.  It is also a sinfle of merar, which means mixing two liquids, to soften the taste of
one of them.

merecido
Inflection to deserve.  It means ameritar.  Fairness, justice, adequate punishment or proportional to the fault.  Fair,
dignified, proportional. 

merengada
It means that it looks like merengue.  It is a thick or creamy preparation of milk to which eggs and sugar have been
added. 

merengue
In Gastronomy is the name of a very sweet smoothie that is prepared with egg whites and sugar.  It is also called
meringue and in Colombia we also call it a sigh.   In the Caribbean it is a musical rhythm originating in the Dominican
Republic.  Nickname of a Real Madrid fan.  In Colombia it is also a musical rhythm of the Vallenato family, which
complements the son, ya puya and the walk. 

merequetengue
In Colombia it means dance, dance, jolgorio, movement, fuss, party, pachanga.  It is also usually synonymous with
bustle, noise.  In some cases also fight, squat, quarrel.



mereyes
Plural of merey.  Fruits of the merey.  It's another way to call the marañón.  Also known as cashew, acajú, Indian nut,
cashew, cashew, cashew, caguil, pepa.  Its scientific name is Anacardium occidentale and belongs to the family
Anacardiaceae.

mereys
Plural of cashewnut, although it is better to use mereyes.  A merey, is a tree and its fruit, also known in Colombia as
cashew, cashew, cashew, cashew and chestnut of cashew, cashew, cashew, caguil.  Its scientific name is Anacardium
occidentale and is in the family Anacardiaceae.

merga
It is the name of a star in the constellation Bootes.  In Arabic it receives the names of Marrha or in the complete form
The Mara el Musalsela, al-marah al-musalsalah, which means "the chained woman".  It is also called h Bootis, 38 Bootis
or HD 130945.  In Latin it is also called Falx Italica.  In Agriculture it is called melga or merga to the camellón, caballón
or furrow of the tillage where the seed must be sown. 

meridiana
It is a type of furniture that lacks arms and backs, it is usually padded.  In Colombia it means that it leaves no shadows
or doubts.  Which is very clear.  Absolute truth.  Perpendicular line .  Line joining the poles of the globe. 

meridiano
It means that it belongs to or is related to noon.  Very clear, very obvious, very notorious.  Very clear, very luminous,
notorious.  obvious, conclusive, unobjectionable.  In geography it is each of the maximum and imaginary semi-circles of
the globe that go from the North Pole to the South Pole.  They are used to determine the time zone. 

meridional
It means it's to the south or related to the south.  South.  Bottom of a map. 

merienda
In Colombia snack is a very light lunch which was taken at night. Last meal of the day.  The schedule of a glutton
Colombian is red, breakfast, nines (mediasnueves or mediamanana), lunch, tea (something or puntalito), dinner (or
lunch) and snack), the result is obviously a terrible obesity.

merindad
Plural of merindad .  Territory under the authority of a merino or a judge, which was established in the Middle Ages.  It
was of a fiscal and administrative type. 

merino
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Class or race of RAM.

meritocracia
In Colombia it is the supposed program of appointing the best prepared to do so in public office.  In theory the promotion
in the administrative career is achieved with merits and not with levers.

merkén



In Chile it is a very spicy condiment.  It is prepared with dried and smoked goat chili, dried coriander seeds, toasted and
ground and a little salt.  It has a slight smoky flavor and is widely used in Mapuche cuisine.  Mapuche pepper.  You can
also say merquén. 

merla
It's the same as blackbird or blackbird, the name of a bird.  It comes from Latin merula.  It belongs to the Turdidae
family.  Its scientific name is Turdus merula.

merlina
It is a name of Welsh origin woman.  It is the feminine of Merlin.  Means the magician, the sorceress.

merlo
It is the name of a city and an apartment in Argentina.  It is a surname in Argentina.  It is the common name of a bird and
a fish.  The merlo fish is also called pinto, its scientific name is Labrus merula and belongs to the Labridae family.  The
merlo, bird, it is known as Blackbird, its scientific name is Turdus merula and belongs to the family Turdidae.

merluza
It is one of the common names of the marine fish also called sea Lucio.  Its scientific name is Merlucii gayi and belongs
to the Merluciidae family.  It is an elongated fish, white meat and feeds on arthropods and squid.  He receives other
common names such as fished, whiting.  Pijota, cigarette.

merma
Decline is the same that decrease or loss.  Subtraction, reduction, diminishing, wear, deterioration, reduction.

mermay
mermay is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mermaid" being its meaning:<br>It is irregular or improper
writing of the English word Mermaid siren means and which in turn has its origin from the French words mer ( mar ) and
maid ( which is a contraction of the word mademoiselle for the English ) The sea girl. A mermaid is a legendary aquatic
creature with the head and upper body of a human female and a fish tail. It is a mythical character that is very popular in
all cultures of the world.

mermeja
The name is of a Cyprinido fish of the North of Spain.  It is omnivorous and its scientific name is Achondrostoma arcasii. 
Usually them also tell Bermejas or russet-red.

mermelero
Means a person who uses or takes part of the Jam (in Colombia, means distribution of public offices between friends or
supporters, that I personally would call better, buddies or henchmen, then make it more in order to commit a crime by)
(resources of the State, which actually provide a service to society).  Bureaucrat, necktie, corrupt.

mero
It is one of the common names of a fish that can become gigantic.  It belongs to the Serranidae family.  It is also called
cherna.  It also means one or only.

merolengo



merolengo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Melolengo" as meaning:<br>The word widely used in Mexico
is melolengo, although some say merolengo, which means foolish, bobo, idiot, limited intellectual capacity. In Colombia
we say pepa, truncheon, pilo, ready, smart.

merope
merope is incorrectly written and it should be written as Merope ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Merope ( 41 own name;.  Merope is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Rutaceae.  Merope
was a name that is very common in ancient Greece, as it was the name of one of the Pleiades, one of the Océanides,
one of the Heliades, was the name of princesses of Messenia, Athens, Chios, Megara; Queen of Corinth and Boeotia. 
He was also a male first name of Kings of Ethiopia, Percote, island of Cos and Antemusa.  Merope was also the name
of the son of Hias, who was the first man to resettle mankind after the flood.  In Greek as noun meant part of the chain
link.

merope-
The correct term is Mérope (it is a proper name).  Merope is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family
Rutaceae.  Mérope was a very common name in ancient Greece, as it was the name of one of the Pleiades, one of the
Oceanids, one of the Heliads, was the name of Princesses of Messenia, Chios, Athens, Megara; of Queens of Corinth
and Boeotia.  It was also a masculine given name for Kings of Ethiopia, Percote, Kos Island and Antemusa.  Merope
was also the name of the son of Hyas who was the first man to resettle humanity after the universal flood.  In Greek as a
noun it meant part of the chain, link . 

meropenem medecine
Meropenem is a medicine that is used as an antibiotic ( used to kill certain bacteria and its effect is to destroy the cell
walls of them and preventing their proliferation ). Amoxicillin.

merquén
In Chile it is a very spicy condiment.  It is prepared with dried and smoked goat chili, dried coriander seeds, toasted and
ground and a little salt.  It has a slight smoky flavor and is widely used in Mapuche cuisine.  Mapuche pepper.  You can
also say merkén. 

mers
In Medicine it is the acronym for Middle East Respiratory Syndrome.  Name of a respiratory epidemic.  Causes fever,
cough and shortness of breath.

mersa
In Argentina it means in bad taste, vulgar.  Ordinary in language or costume. 

meruéndano
It is another way to call the billet, blueberry, blueberry or murtil.  It is a very desirable edible berry.  Its scientific name is
Vaccinium myrtillus and it belongs to the Ericaceae family. 

mesa
It is a very common piece of furniture in homes, consisting of a flat and horizontal platform, which can have one or more
legs.  In topography and orography is a type of relief consisting of an elevated flat surface and surrounded by cliffs,
ravines or skirts on the sides.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of several peoples in Colombia. 



mesada
Monthly fee for payment in a job, quota of money that is given to a member of the family for their expenses, monthly fee
received by a pensioner or retiree.  In Argentina and Uruguay in a part of the kitchen, corresponding to the inn or poyo. 

mesana
It is in the name of the stick closest to aft in a sail boat.  Back stick of a sailboat.

mesanas
Sailboat sticks.  Sticks or rafters where the sails of a ship are moored.

mesar
It means starting, squeezing, compressing or squeezing hair or beard with your hands. 

mesarthim
It means the first star of Aries, in Sanskrit.  It is the name of a white star, which belongs to the constellation Aries.  It is
also called Ípsilon Arietis, HD 11502, HR 545, Y Ari or Y Arietis.  It is 204 years away from our solar system. 

mesera
Woman serving on the tables of a public establishment, such as a bar, a restaurant or a cafeteria.  Girl, waitress,
innkeeper (in Colombia waitress only tells the woman that he attends the bedrooms or rooms in a hotel).

mesero
In Colombia, young man who is in charge of attending the tables of a bar or a restaurant.  In Honduras and other Central
American countries, cattle under one year old, calves. 

meseta
It is a large expanse of flat land located high above sea level. 

mesetas
In mountainous terrain is a plain high eztension and low altitude, usually not passes the 500 meters high and
surrounded by canyons of rivers or lower parts. Plateaus, is the name of a municipality of the Department of Meta in
Colombia, now famous as there was the symbolic act of the surrender of weapons by the FARC, within the framework of
the peace process in Colombia.

mesianicidad
mesianicidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Messiahship" as meaning:<br>EWl correct term is
messianic character. Is it related to a Messiah or a Redeemer. Everything to do with a real or imaginary character of
which is expected to arrive to solve the problems that have a community. Messianism.

mesillero
Person who has a stall in the market, market square or gallery.  Placero .  This term is thus used in Cuba. 

mesilleros
Plural of waiter .  In Cuba it is a person who has a stall in the Market.  In Colombia we also call them placeros.   Person



who sells at the bedside table or market stall in a gallery or market square. 

mesitas
It is the popular way to call a Colombian municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  It is better known as School
Tables.  Its original founding name is Parish of the Tables of the College of Our Lady of the Rosary of Calandaima and
the indigenous name was Calandaima (Land of the chief Kalanda in the Pijao language).  Diminutive and plural table. 
You can refer to multiple flats or small flat terrain. 

mesnada
Host or weld under the command of a Lord or King.  Group of armed men, under the command of a king.  group of
mercenaries.  Company.

mesocolon
In medicine it is a membrane lined with peritoneum that joins and fixes the colon to the back wall of the abdomen.  Place
of passage of vessels and nerves for the colon (same as the mesentery).  There are two parts or sections, called
mesocolon: transverse mesocolon (middle part of the large intestine) and sigmoid mesocolon or pelvic ilio (final part of
the large intestine). 

mesocosmos
They are mounted systems for laboratory studies that must have the characteristics of self-sufficiency, physically
confined and maintain identical ecological conditions to the natural environment.  They can be designed with various
trophic levels.

mesofilos
mesophyll is incorrectly written, and should be written as "TPC" being its meaning:<br>It refers to organisms that live in
moderate temperatures 40 media; 15 to 35 ° C ) or plants that live in habitats of average moisture content ( 40 to 60%
41. If an organism lives in cold means called Psychrophile and whether it is in the high thermophile. If a plant lives in a
dry medium you are called xerophytes and if very Tin moisture is water.

mesomorfo
It means intermediate or medium body.  Medium or medium shapes.  It is a class of biotype, intermediate between
ectomorph (thin, skinny) and endomorph (fat, plump).  A mesomorph is what can be considered as standard or average,
regular.

meson
The correct term is meson (with accent).  In Colombia meson is augmentative table.  Table large and elongated.  It is
also a building in a kitchen where installed a stove and a dishwasher or sink in a comprehensive way, accompanied by a
small table or flat and smooth.  Counter, bar.  Also in Colombia is a type of restaurant, usually located along the
highways.  Dining room, restaurant, hostel, picnic area, posada, hostal fonda.

mesopelágico
It is the intermediate zone of the ocean according to depth.  It is determined approximately between 200 and 1000
meters deep.  Above it is the epipelagic layer (upper or outer) and below the bathypelagic (lower, deep or abyssal). 

mesopotamia
It means flat terrain or plain located between two rivers.  Name of one of the earliest civilizations, also known as



Babylonian.  region of the Middle East, comprised between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.  Name of ancient Greek city
in Kastoria.  Name of a town in the U.S. state of Ohio.  Name of a corregimiento of the municipality of La Unión, in the
department of Antioquia ( Colombia ) .  Name of extensive Argentine region. 

mesón
It is a table augmentative.  It is a kitchen cabinet that consists of a flat and wide surface, which can be made of various
materials such as wood, ceramics, steel sheet or porcelain. 

mesquite
It is a common name for a multipurpose tree in Mexico.  It is also called temezquite or better tepemezquite or mauto.  It
is another of the names given in Mexico to the scientific name tree Lysiloma divaricata, of the family Fabaceae.  They
use it to heal wounds or sores with cations from the bark, from the seeds extract edible flours, it is forage and also
serves for firewood.   . 

messalina
Messalina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Messalina." being its meaning:<br>Messalina or best Valeria
Messalina was the first spouse of the Roman Emperor Claudio.  Second cousin of Caligula and Nero premium.  It
estimated was the symbol of vanity and immorality.

messy
It is an English word meaning confusing, scruffy, dirty, tangled, tangled.

mesta
Confluence of two streams of water.  Mouth.  Name given to an ancient and powerful group of Castilian cattle ranchers
founded in the thirteenth century by Alfonso X and that worked for several centuries. 

mesteño
American wild horse, also called Mustang race.  In the antiquity, in Mexico, the term is used to designate the lost cattle
and was not known to the owner.  Wild or feral animal.  Belonging to a Mesta (Association of ranchers in Zaragoza). 
That is a native of Mesta (is the name of a town in Bulgaria and another in Greece).  Relative to the Mesta River in
Bulgaria.

mestepen
In Gypsy Language it means liberation, rescue, redemption. 

mester
In ancient times it meant art or craft.  It was a form of necessity, widely used in the past.  A type of literature practiced by
clerics (clerical masters) and people studied.  It was also a type of poetry written by minstrels (mester de la juglaría). 

mesticulosidad
mesticulosidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Meticulousness." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is thoroughness.  The meticulous quality.  Meant by careful, thorough, detailed, methodical, scrupulous, fastidious,
precise.

mestipén



mestipen is incorrectly written and should be written as Mestepen, mestepe.  being its meaning: I think that the question
is mestepen or mestepe.  It means liberation, freedom, redemption, rescue.

mestra
In Greek mythology, Mestra was a daughter of Soniton, who was king of Thessaly.  It is also the name of a Spanish
company that supplies equipment for use in Dentistry.

mesura
It is a quality of people that is manifested by their prudence, modesty, seriousness, sanity and discretion.  Moderation,
temperance, sanity, composure.  It can also mean respect, courtesy. 

meta
It means objective, achievement, arrival, end, end, purpose, term, goal.  It is the name of a river and a Department in
Colombia.

metacinabrio
It is the name of a mineral of the sulfide class, which belongs to the group of Blende or Sphalerite.  It is a mercury sulfide
and is toxic. 

metafasis
metafasis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Metaphysis" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
metaphysis. It is the middle of a long bone.

metafisis
metaphysis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Metaphysis" being its meaning:<br>In medicine, metaphysis
is the name given to the middle of the long bones. Part located between the diaphysis and the epiphysis.

metafora
metaphor is incorrectly written and should be written as 40 Metadora; with tilde ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is metaphor.   It is synonymous with figure, symbol, picture, representation, allegory.  It means translation of a
concept of a situation to another that looks like you,

metalescente
It means it has metal appearance, shiny, shining like a metal, which glows.  Metal.

metamorfosearse
It means transforming, changing.

metanoia
It is a word of Greek origin and means change of mindset, change of attitude.  Refers to changing your mind, repenting. 
Rhetorical and theological statement.  It's a mental process to change attitudes. 

metatesiofobia
It can be interpreted as the phobia of changes or novelties, but also as the exchange or transposition of situations. 



Tropophobia, Cainophobia. 

metaxa
Metaxa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Metaxa" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Metaxa. It is a
Greek distilled drink, invented by Spyros Metaxá, in 1888. It is a mixture of Brandy with wine from dried grapes Sun (
Muscat aged ).

metástasis orbitaria
In Medicine is an abnormality that occurs in the eye sockets and is usually a symptom of the presence of tumors in a
patient, often distant (kidneys or breasts).

metã³dico
meta³dico is incorrectly written, and should be written as methodical.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
methodical.  It means neat, meticulous, careful, controlled, programmed, attentive.

metcalfia-
It means dedicated to Metcalfe (Charles Russell Metcalfe an English explorer and botanist).  Name of a genus of plants
of the family Poaceae (grasses), dedicated to the same English botanist.  Named after an asteroid 792, which was
initially named by astronomers as 1907 ZC.  This asteroid is so named because it was dedicated to its discoverer Joel
Hastings Metcalf, an astronomer from the United States. 

meteco
In antiquity was the term that the Greeks in Cilicia, Solos and other colonies of Anatolia, used to refer to foreigners,
foreigners, people from another region.

metedero
In several places in Colombia, but especially in the department of Valle, it means brothel, dating house.  It is also said so
in the same region to a seedy bar or canteen.  It is also another way of calling a place where people gather to consume
drugs (put vice). 

metegol
In Colombia it is a type of sports bet with professional football.  It is also a children's game with a football, in which the
two contenders charge maximum penalties against each other, where whoever scores a goal goes on to cap; wins
whoever lasts longer by covering (i.e. who gets the least goals). 

metel
It is the common name of a toxic plant in the family Solanaceae.  He's got some very strong alkaloids.  It is also known
as talahiponai, Christ's robe, mocker.  Its scientific name is Datura metel.  It shines. 

meteles
Plural of meteles .  It is the common name of a toxic plant of the Solanaceae family.  It has some very strong alkaloids. 
It is also known as talahiponai, tunic of Christ, mocker.  Its scientific name is Datura metel.  That shines. 

meteno
It is also often called Methylene or Carbene.  In chemistry, it is the name of a bivalent CH2 functional group formally



derived from methane. 

meteorito
It is every celestial body that falls to earth and often disintegrates into the atmosphere.  They are usually rocky and are
part of larger celestial bodies that have disintegrated. 

meteoro
Rocky extraterrestrial body that catches fire from its friction with the atmosphere when falling.  It means that it falls.  It is
a term used in Astronomy and Climatology.  It is also a way of calling rain.  The name of an animated film.  Animated car
racing driver. 

meteórico
It means fast, fast.  Also related to meteors or aeroliths. 

meter en cintura
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of indicating that someone has agreed to comply with the precepts established in any
entity, enforce regulations or statutes.  Strictly enforce the rules.  Obey, abide.

meter la pata
In Colombia it means to err, to be wrong.  Colloquially get pregnant or have sex at an early age and out of wedlock. 

metereologico
The correct term is meteorological. Means related to the weather with weather events ( 41 time;. Related to the weather
or the weather.

metereologo
metereologo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Meteorologist" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
meteorologist. Means that he studied meteorology and knows of meteorological phenomena ( 41 time;. Knowledge of
the weather or the weather.

metereológico
It means relative to weather or weather.  Climate.  That relates to the climate. 

metformina
It is a drug that were made to people with diabetes.  It also helps to lower cholesterol and triglyceride levels and does
not produce hypoglycemia.  It is essentially dimetildiguanida.  Metformin was used in humans for the first time in Paris,
by French diabetes educator Jean Sterne.

metiche
In Colombia it means intrusive, snooping, tucked, toad, entremetido.  A person who meddles in the conversations of
others.  That he intervenes in the conversations of others or that he takes the audacity to express his opinion without
having been consulted. 

meticuloso



A person that is very detailed, timely, everything does so with much method.  Following protocols as shown.  Thorough,
detailed, punctual, scrupulous, fastidious, methodical.

metido
In Colombia it is the same as metiche, meddlesome, entremetido, toad.  person who is dedicated to intervening in a
conversation of others or to opine without being consulted.  Indiscreet, curious, snooping. 

metileno
It is also often called Methenum or Carbene.  In chemistry, it is the name of a bivalent CH2 functional group formally
derived from methane. 

metis
In Greek mythology it was the name of one of the Titanoids who personified prudence, wisdom, dexterity, skill, cunning. 
She was Zeus' first mistress and Athena's mother.  Nymph (Ocean), daughter of Ocean and Tethys.  In Greek the word
translates trick, advice. 

metlatónoc
It is a town in the Mexican State of Guerrero.  In Mixtec language is called Itia Ta '' nu or Tiata '' nu.  In Nahuatl language
means " in the metate ".  The Metate is a kind of mortar made in stone where macerated or becomes flour.

metodicos
The correct term is methodical, with tilde.  Plural of methodical.  Making things in order and with dedication.  It means
ordered, judicious, careful, meticulous, scheduled, regulated.

metonimia
It's the same as transnomination.  It is the practice of naming one thing with something that identifies another very
similar or that is very close to it. 

metódico
It means organized, meticulous, meticulous, careful.  That everything is planned, regulated, careful. 

metraje
In Cinema and Videos it's unedited material.  You can also call pietaje or timecode.  Ways to traditionally measure film
or film material, which manifests in films normally on 35mm tapes and number of frames (about 16 to 24 per second).  
Depending on the duration time can be divided into Short Films (less than 30 minutes, 1600 meters and 24 frames per
second).  medium films (between 30 and 60 minutes, 1600 meters and 24 frames per second) and feature films (more
than 60 minutes, 1600 meters and 24 frames per second).

metro
Basic unit of the decimal metric system, for length measurements .  It's 100 centimeters.  It's also a way to call mass
land transportation from most big cities and it's done on rails.  Underground.

metrobus
It is the service of TransMilenio in the city of Barranquilla.  Buses Curramberos with exclusive lane.  Also called thus in
city of Mexico-



metrología
It is science that studies everything re-lacquered with weights and measures.  It is also the state unit that is responsible
for verifying the accuracy of measures of weight, volume, capacity and length in commercial aspects and that may affect
customers.  Office that endorses or approves the accuracy of weights and measures in commercial establishments.

metropolitano
I mean relative to the metropolis or the big city.  Popular name given to the Barranquilla Stadium (Roberto Meléndez). 
Name of the second stadium in Bogotá, also called Metropolitano de Techo. 

metropólipo
Polyp found in the uterus.

metrorrexis
Break, break or tear in the uterus.  Lesion of uterine tear.  Prolapse, detachment.

metrortosis
The correct term is metroptosis.  Action fall into the womb or uterus.

metroscopia
Journalism is the pulse of Spain.

metsang
The correct term is formed.  It is a steel, resulting from the casting of two pokemon Beldun.

mexicano
It means that it is a native of Mexico, either the country or the city.  Manito. 

mexiquense
It is another of the Gentiles of those who are originally from Mexico, either referring to the Mexican Republic or the state
of Mexico or the Federal District of Mexico.  Mexican.  Relative to Mexico . 

meyeriano
It is a religious movement whose sect is the star of a television series called The Path. Followers of the doctrines of
Meyer.

mezcalera
It is a kind of Cup, vessel or container serving mezcal to drink.

mezcales
Different Mexican liquors extracted from the maguey, by distillation.  The word in Nahuatl Mexcalli means cooked
Maguey.  Tequila. It is another name given to the maguey or Agave plant.

mezcla hetereogénea



It is a mixture of elements that are different, non-uniform or that have different properties.  Type of mixture in which one
can notice its separate elements.  For example, mix water and oil, mixing sand and water.

mezcladito
Diminutive of mixing.  It means assortment, mixed, combined, scrambled.  Name of a foodstuff, of cereals.  The name of
a video game. 

mezclilla
It is a type of fabric woven in cotton, thick and resistant. 

mezcolanza
In Colombia it means mixing many varied things.  Mixture of various ingredients but irregularly or disproportionately. 
Intermingling, scrambling, scrambling, jumble, jumble, mixing, miscellaneous, mazacote, amassing.

meze
It is a word of Persian origin meaning taste.  It is usually a selection of varied appetizers that are typical of the
gastronomy of the eastern Mediterranean.  They are usually accompanied by an alcoholic beverage. 

mezquita
Temple of Arabs or Muslims.  Religious building of the Muslim community. 

mezquital
It is full of trees Cuji or Trupillo 40 ground; Prosopis juliflora ) that in Mexico they say mesquite.  Family Fabaceae.

mezquite
In Mexico and Central America, it is one of the common names given to a tree of the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific
name is Prosopis juliflora and it also receives the common names of cují, guanacaste, trupillo, aipia.  It is an excellent
forage tree.  

mezquites
It is a name given in Mexico and the United States to a tree in the Fabaceae family.  The word Misquitl is Nahuatl in
origin and means that gives shade.  It is a tree of size medium, very resistant to drought and serves as fodder for
animals in very desert terrain.  In Colombia we say Trupillo, Cuji and Wayu language calls Aipia.  Its scientific name is
Prosopis julliflora.

mezuconería
Defect of people who are characterized by meddling.  Metichería, indiscretion. 

mezucón
It means tucked in, nosy.  Metiche, indiscreet. 

mezuza
The most indicated term is mezuzaza.  It is the name that the Jews give to the jamb of the door, which is a parchment
containing several verses of the Torah and placed on the door of the house.  . 



mezzanine
Internal balcony, mezzanine.  Mezzanine or mezzanine, premises located under the stage or stage.  It is used as it is in
Spanish (anglicism). 

mezze
It is a word of Persian origin which means flavor.  Also called mezze or meze.  It is a selection of snacks varied from
Eastern Mediterranean cuisine and the East half.

mezzosoprano
In Music and Singing, she is the intermediate voice between soprano and alto.  It is a word of Italian origin. 

médano
It means sand dune that forms in the areas of rivers.  Curve of a river.  Accumulation or pile of sand.  Arenal, dune.

médico
A professional who practices medicine.  Concerning medicine .  It is the professional whose activity is to diagnose, treat
and prevent people's diseases.  Relative to Media or the Median Kingdom. 

médium
It can mean intermediary, mediator or clairvoyant.  A person who manifests communicating with spirits.  Name of two
television programs (NBC and National Television of Chile).  Type of sweet wine with high alcohol content.  In Botany it
is a type of plants of the genus Campanula, family Campanulaceae.


